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l. Introduction 
It is now almost ten years ago that the first papers on general Banach 
function spaces were published, that is to say, on Banach spaces the 
elements of which are functions f(x) on a point set X, numerically valued 
or vectorvalued, and measurable with respect to a given measure fk in X. 
These papers, by H. W. ELLIS-I. HALPERIN [2] and by G. G. LoRENTZ-
D. G. WERTHEIM [8] had their roots in earlier work of G. G. LoRENTZ 
[6], [7] and I. HALPERIN [3], where special cases were considered. The 
literature on the subject has grown steadily, and some parts have been 
developed so far that a coherent account of those parts may be presented 
which seems to answer most of the relevant questions. It is our purpose 
to present such an account in a series of notes of which this is the first one. 
Banach function spaces, or rather normed function spaces (since we 
shall deal also with spaces which fail to be complete in the metric derived 
from the norm), are natural generalizations of the familiar Lp spaces 
(l <P<=) and of the somewhat less well-known Orlicz spaces. An 
account of the main properties of Lp spaces may be found in any modern 
book on analysis, and the theory of Orlicz spaces is extensively discussed 
in the book by M. A. KRASNOSELSKII and YA. B. RuTICKII (Convex 
Functions and Orlicz Spaces, [5]). The abstract background of Orlicz 
space theory is the theory of modulared spaces, mainly developed by 
H. NAKANO and his school, and presented in the book by H. NAKANO 
(Modulared Semi-ordered Linear Spaces, [10]). This does not hold for 
more general normed function spaces, since in this case the norm is not 
always derived from a modular. Every normed function space is, however, 
a normed Riesz space (i.e., a normed vectorlattice), so that, consequently, 
the abstract theory of Riesz spaces is one of the main cornerstones for 
the theory of normed function spaces. Another cornerstone is, of course, 
the theory of measure and integration. 
From a purely logical point of view it would seem desirable to start 
with an account of those topics in the theory of Riesz spaces which are 
essential for the application to normed function spaces. We believe, 
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however, that it is more interesting to develop first the theory of normed 
function spaces up to a certain point, and to investigate afterwards which 
properties rest only on the Riesz space structure and which other properties 
are also based on the measure space structure. This method of presentation 
has the additional advantage of reflecting more faithfully the historical 
growth of the theory. 
In order to avoid misunderstandings it should be emphasized that the 
present account is not merely a reorganization of material existing in the 
printed literature. New results are added, and several existing results 
are supplied with new proofs. Occasionally, problems will be mentioned 
which, to the best of our knowledge, are still unsolved. 
We finish this introduction by presenting a diagram showing several 












Let p, be a nonnegative countably additive measure in the non-empty 
point set X. We assume that the Caratheodory extension procedure has 
already been applied to p,, so that the a-field A on which p, is defined 
cannot be enlarged by another application of the Caratheodory procedure. 
It will also be assumed that p, is (totally) a-finite, i.e., X is union of an 
at most countable number of sets of finite measure. Hence, (X, A, p,) is 
a (totally) a-finite measure space in the usual terminology. The assumption 
of a-finiteness of the measure is of course a restriction of the generality; 
we observe, however, that knowledge of what can happen in the a-finite 
case is an essential prerequisite for a later treatment of the non-a- finite 
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case. Moreover, the a-finite case is already complicated enough anyway. 
The notation fdfl will denote integration with respect to fl over the whole 
set X, and XE=XE(x) will stand for the characteristic function of the set 
E C X. Functions, defined on X and differing only on a set of measure 
zero will be identified (in other words, we shall always deal with the 
equivalence classes modulo wnull functions rather than with the individual 
functions). Automatically, subsets of X with characteristic functions 
differing only on a set of measure zero will then also be identified. Without 
repeating it every. time, we assume that any function on X and any 
subset of X mentioned in the following is fl-measurable. 
The set of all natural numbers will be denoted by N. 
We make some remarks about the extended real number system. This 
system will enter into the discussion since we shall have to deal with 
functions on X taking their values in the extended real number system. 
We shall require that addition and multiplication are unrestrictedly 
possible in the system of all such functions, and this is obtained by 
defining (besides the usua] rules for operating with + oo and - oo) that 
(± oo)+(=foo)=(± oo)-(± oo)=O, 
0(± oo)=O. 
Then addition is no longer associative, so the order in which the operations 
have to be performed should be preserved carefully. Fortunately, however, 
associativity of the addition remains valid in the system of nonnegative 
numbers with + oo included. The situation becomes even more precarious 
if we wish to consider functions f(x) = h(x) + ifz(x), where h and /2 take 
their values in the extended real number system, since now the associative 
law for multiplication is also at fault (if a= 1-i, b = 1 + i and c = 1 + i · oo, 
then (ab)c# a(bc)). We shall need the following facts about such extended 
complexvalued functions: 
(a) If/, g and h are such functions, then lf-gl <If-hi+ ih-gl at all 
x EX, although f-g=(f-h)+(h-g) need not hold at all x EX. 
(b) If j, f', g and g' are such functions, then 
IU+f')-(g+g')i<lf-gl+lf'-g'i at all xEX, 
although (f+f')-(g+g')=(f-g)+(f'-g') need not hold at all x EX. 
(c) Iff and g are such functions, and a, bare real finite constants, then 
!af-agl = lal·lf-gi at all x EX, 
(a+ib)f=af+ibf at all x EX. 
The collection of all fl-measurable extended complexvalued functions 
on X will be denoted by M, and the subcollection of all nonnegative 
functions in M by M+. Functions in M will be denoted by f, g, ... , and 
functions in M+ by u, v, w, .... As already stated above, all functions 
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occurring in the next sections are assumed to be in M. If f and g are real 
functions in M, then f<g will mean that f(x)<,g(x) holds (almost every-
where) on X. 
3. Function norms and seminorms 
Let X, ft, N, M and M+ be as defined in the preceding section. 
Definition 3.1. The mapping e of M+ into the extended real number 
system is called a function seminorm if e has the following properties: 
(i) O<.e(u),;;;,oo for all u EM+, 
if u=O (almost everywhere), then e(u)=O, 
e(au)=ae(u) for every finite constant a;;;;.O, 
e(u+v) <e(u) +e(v) for all u, v EM+. 
(ii) If u, v EM+ and u<,v, then e(u) <e(v). 
If the function seminorm e has the additional property that e( u) = 0 if and 
only if u=O (almost everywhere), then e is called a function norm. 
The collection of all function seminorms on M + is (partially) ordered 
in the natural manner, i.e., (!1 < (!2 whenever (!1 ( u) ,;;;, e2( u) for all u E M +. 
If (!1 is a norm and (!1 < (!2, then (!2 is a norm. If {en; n E N} is a sequence 
of seminorms and {an; n EN} is a sequence of finite nonnegative constants, 
then (! = .2fanen, defined by e( U) = .2fanen( U)' is a seminorm. If {eT} 
is an arbitrary collection of seminorms, then e=sup_(!T, defined by 
e(u)=supTeAu), is a seminorm. Note that e=supeT is the supremum of 
the set {eT} in the sense of the (partial) ordering. 
Given the function seminorm (!, we extend the domain of definition of 
e to the whole of M by defining e(/)=e(i!J) for any IE M. The collection 
of all f E M satisfying e(/) = 0 will be denoted by I e' and the functions 
in Ie are called e-null functions. If e is a norm, then Ie consists of all 
#-null functions, and in that case the further results in the present section 
are nearly trivial. 
We shall write f-e g, or shortly/- g, whenever f-g E Ie, i.e. whenever 
e(lf-gj)=O. In view of lf-gl <If-hi +lh-gl, holding at every point 
x EX, the relation- is an equivalence relation. Note that f=g (almost 
everywhere) implies f- g, but the converse need not be true. 
Lemma 3. 2 (i) If I- g, then e(f) =e(g). 
(ii) Iff g and I'= g', then /+I'- g+g'. 
(iii) If f = g and .x is a finite complex constant, then .xf = .xg. 
Proof. (i) lll<lgl+lf-gl at all xEX, so e(/)<e(g)+e(f-g)=e(g). 
Similarly e(g) <e(f). 
(ii) l{f+f')-(g+g')l<lf-gl+lf'-g'l at all XEX. 
(iii) Let .x=a+ib with a and b real. Since laf-agl = lal·lf-gl at all 
x EX, we obtain aj- ag. Similarly, bj- bg. Hence af+ibf- ag+ibg 
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by (ii). Observing now that af+ibf=IXf at all x EX (and similarly for g), 
we obtain 1Xf = IXg. 
Definition 3.3. Any set E C X satisfying e(=·xE)=O is called a 
strong e-null set. 
Evidently, any finite union of strong e-null sets is a strong e-null set. 
Also, given f, gEM such that f=g outside the strong e-null set E, we 
have f == g in view of lf-gl <=· XE· 
Lemma 3.4. If e(f)<oo, then E={x: !f(x)! ==}is a strong e-null 
set. Hence f- fxx-E, where fxx-E is finite valued on X. 
Proof. =·xE<lfl, and even n(=·xE)<lfl for all n EN. Hence 
e(=·xE).;;;;n-1e(f) for all n EN, and so e(=·xE)=O. 
Denoting (temporarily) by Me the collection of all f EM satisfying 
e(f) <co, it follows now that Me can be decomposed into equivalence 
classes [f] modulo Ie; the class [f] consists of all g E Me such that g - f. 
Furthermore, in view of Lemma 3.2, it makes sense to define [f] + [f'J = 
= [f + f'] and IX [f] = [ 1Xf] for any finite complex constant IX. Note that 
by Lemma 3.4 each [f] contains at least one function which is finite-
valued on X. Hence, the set Le of all classes [IJ is a linear space with 
respect to the thus introduced addition and multiplication by complex 
numbers. In particular, it is the presence of finitevalued functions which 
guarantees that addition is associative in Le. The null element of Le is 
the class [OJ containing the function which is identically zero on X, i.e. 
[OJ =I e. We shall frequently write f E Le instead of the more correct 
notation [f] E Le. Since I = g implies e(f) = e(g) by Lemma 3.2, it makes 
sense to define e( [f]) for any [f] E Le by e( [f]) = e(f). 
Theorem 3.5. e is a norm on the linear space Le. 
Proof. If e([f])=O, then e(g)=O for all g E [f]; hence [IJ= [O]=Ie. 
Furthermore, 
e( [/IJ + [/2J) = e( [/I+ /2]) = e(lh + /21) < 
< e(lhl + l/2!) < e(lh!) + e(l/2!) = e([/IJ) + e([/2]). 
The other norm properties are evident. 
In the remainder of this section we consider the collection of all real-
valued functions in M. Iff and g are such functions, then the function 
h=sup (f, g) is defined by h(x)=sup {f(x), g(x)}, and the function inf(f, g) 
is defined similarly. We shall write f ~ g whenever there exist functions 
h- f and g1 = g such that /I<g1 on X. 
Lemma 3. 6. (i) f ~ g is equivalent to f = inf (f, g) and also equivalent 
to g = sup (f, g). 
(ii) If f ~ g and g ~ h, then f ~ h. 
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(iii) If f ~ g and g ~ f then f = g, and conversely. 
(iv) If f ~ g, f -- f' and g- g', then f' ~ g'. 
(v) If f = f' and g = g', then sup (f, g) - sup (f', g') and inf (f, g) = 
- inf (f', g'). 
(vi) If f ~ h and g ~ h, then sup (f, g) ~ h. Similarly, if h ~ f and 
h ~ g, then h ~ inf (f, g). 
Proof. (i) Note first that linf (f, g) -inf (/1, g)l <If-hi at all x EX. 
Hence, f - h implies inf (f, g) - inf (/1, g). Assume now that f ~ g. 
Then there exist h - f and g1 - g such that h.;;;; g1. Hence 
inf (f, g) = inf (/1, g1) = h = f. 
The proof that sup (f, g) = g holds is similar. 
Conversely, iff_ inf (f, g) holds, the functions h =inf (f, g) and g1 =g 
satisfy h = f, g1 = g and ft.;;;;gt, so f ~ g. Similarly, g- sup (f, g) implies 
I~ g. 
(ii) f ~ g implies h =inf (f, g) = f, and g ~ h implies h1 =sup (g,h) =h. 
Since ft.;;;;g.;;;;hl on X, it follows that f ~h. 
(iii) Iff ~ g and g ~ f, then f = inf (f, g) and g = inf (f, g), so f =g. 
Conversely, iff- g it follows from linf (f, g)- fl < lg- fl that inf(f,g) = f, 
so f ~ g by (i). Similarly, g ~ f. 
(iv) Let f ~ g, f = f' and g- g'. It follows from (iii) that f' ~ f ~ g ~ g', 
and so f' ~ g'. 
(v) Since lsup(f,g)-sup(f',g)l<lf-f'l, it follows from f=f' that 
sup (f, g) - sup (f', g). Hence, if f = f' and g = g', then sup (f, g) = 
_sup (f', g) _sup (f', g'). Similarly, inf (f, g) _ inf (f', g'). 
(vi) If f ~ h and g ~ h, then sup (f, h) = h =sup (g, h) by (i), so 
h ===sup {sup (f, h), sup (g, h)}=sup {sup (f, g), h}, 
and it follows from (i) that sup (f, g) ~ h. 
We now decompose the collection of all realvalued functions in Minto 
equivalence classes [f] modulo IIJ, and we set [f].;;;; [g] whenever f ~ g. 
Property (iv) shows that the definition of .;;;; makes sense. Properties 
(ii) and (iii) show that .;;;; defines a (partial) ordering in the collection 
of all [f]. Finally, properties (v) and (vi) show that the supremum of 
[f] and [g] with respect to the ordering exists and is equal to the class 
containing sup (f, g). In other words, sup ([f], [g])= [sup (f, g)]. Similarly, 
inf([f], [g])=[inf(f,g)]. 
In view of these results the subclass of all [f] satisfying e(f) < oo (i.e., 
the real normed linear space LIJ <r>, consisting of the "realvalued" elements 
of Lg) is a Riesz space with respect to the thus introduced partial ordering. 
We intend to return to this result in a later note. 
4. Completeness of LIJ 
If the normed linear space LIJ of Theorem 3.5 is complete, then LIJ is 
called a Banach function space (space with a length function, normed 
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Kothe space). We shall soon see (cf. Example 4.9) that Le may fail to 
be complete, so that an extra condition is necessary to obtain com-
pleteness. The case that e is a norm will be discussed first. 
Definition 4.1 (Riesz-Fischer property for norms). The function 
norm e is said to have the Riesz-Fischer property whenever !~e(un)<= 
implies that e(!~un) < =· 
Theorem 4.2. For a function norm e the following statements are 
equivalent : 
(i) e has the Riesz-Fischer property, 
(ii) e(!~un).;;;;; !~e(un) for every sequence {un}; in other words, e 
satisfies the triangle inequality for infinite sums. 
Proof. It is evident that (ii) implies (i). Conversely, assuming that 
(i) holds, we have to prove the triangle inequality in (ii). If !e(un) = = 
there is nothing to prove. Assume, therefore, that !e( Un} < = and 
e(!un)> !e(un). Then e(!un)>e+ !e(un) for some e>O, and multiplying 
by suitable constants we obtain, for every kEN, a sequence {unk; n EN} 




for every r EN, and for an appropriate r=rk we have !n;;;.r(!(Unk)<k-2• 
Hence, by reindexing, we obtain for every k E N a sequence {vnk; n E N} 
such that 
!n(!(Vnk) < k-2, (!(!nVnk) > k. 
Let {wn; n EN} be the double sequence {vnk; n, k E N} arranged in 
single order. Then !e(wn)<!k-2<= and e(!wn)>e(!nVnk)>k for every 
k EN, so e(!wn) = =· This contradicts (i). 
Next we consider the case of a function seminorm. Part of the following 
material, with sketches of proofs, occurs in a paper by I. HALPERIN and 
W. A. J. LUXEMBURG [4]. Some proofs in the present note are some-
what different, and the important Theorem 4.6, stating complete analogy 
between the no1m and the seminorm cases, does not yet appear in the 
paper referred to. 
Definition 4. 3 (Riesz-Fischer property for seminorms). The function 
seminorm e is said to have the Riesz-Fischer property whenever !~e(un) < = 
implies the existence of functions Un 1 = Un such that e(!~un') < =· 
Some remarks. Obviously, if e is a norm, then Definition 4.3 reduces 
to Definition 4.1. Secondly, the following definition, presented as Property 
(L 5iv) in the paper [4], is an equivalent formulation of the Riesz-Fischer 
property: If !e(un)<=, then there exists u with e(u)<= such that 
u1 + . . . + Un ~ u for all n E N. 
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We present a simple example showing that the choice of un' = Un may 
affect the value of e(1un'). Let X =N (the set of all natural numbers), 
and p, the discrete measure in X (each point is of unit measure). Any 
function f(m); mEN, is then p,-measurable. For u EM+, let e(u) = 
=lim sup u(m). Defining, for n= I, 2, ... , the function Un by Un(m) =n~nm 
(where ~nm is the Kronecker delta), we have e(un) = 0 for all n EN. The 
choice Un'=O (i.e., Un'(m)=O for all mEN) yields e(1un')=0, but the 
choice Un 1 = Un yields e(.~Un') = 00. 
Lemma 4.4. For a function seminorm e the following statements are 
equivalent : 
(i) e has the Riesz-Fischer property. 
(ii) There exists a finite constant k:;;;. I such that, for any sequence 
{un; n E N}, we have 
for an appropriate choice Un' - Un. 
Proof. Evidently (ii) implies (i). Conversely, if (i) holds we will show 
that k=2 satisfies (ii). We could actually prove just as well that k=l+e 
(e > 0) satisfies (ii), but this is of no importance since the present lemma 
serves only as a preliminary result for Theorem 4.6 where it will be shown 
that (i) implies (ii) with k = I anyway. 
Assume, therefore, that e has the Riesz-Fischer property, and consider 
an arbitrary sequence {un; n EN}. If 1e(un)=oo there is nothing to 
prove; if 1e( un) = 0 we may choose un' = 0 for all n, and then (ii) is surely 
satisfied for k = 2. Hence, let 0 < 1e( un) < oo, and assume that e(1un') > 
>21e(un) for every choice un'- Un. Then there exists e>O such that 
e(1un')>e+ 1e(un) for every choice un' = Un. From this point on the 
proof of Theorem 4.2 may be repeated almost verbally, and we obtain 
functions Wn such that 1e(wn) < oo and e(1wn') = oo for every choice 
Wn' = Wn. This contradicts (i). 
Lemma 4. 5. Any k satisfying (ii) of the preceding lemma has the 
property that, for any sequence {un; n E N}, we have 
e(1n;;.rUn') < k 1n;;.re( Un) 
for an appropriate choice un' = Un, and for all r EN. 
Proof. For every r EN there exists un<r>- Un (n= I, 2, ... )such that 
Then un' =inf (un<I>, ... , un<n>) satisfies Un' = Un, and for every r EN 
we have 
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We make an additional remark. If all e(un) are finite in the last lemma, 
then the functions un' satisfying the inequality of the lemma may be 
chosen such that un' <;un and un' is finitevalued for all n EN. Indeed, 
if necessary, we replace Un' first by un" =in£ (un, Un') and then Un" by 
Wn=Un"xx-E.,., where En={x: Un"(x)=oo}. Then Wn = un" by Lemma 
3.4, and so Wn- Un for all n EN. Hence, denoting Wn again by Un', the 
functions un' have the desired properties and still satisfy the inequality 
of the lemma. 
We indicated earlier that the following theorem is new. It corresponds 
to Theorem 2.2 (ii) of [4], but improves on it by showing that we may 
take k= l. 
Theorem 4.6. For a function seminorm e the following statements 
are equivalent : 
(i) e has the Riesz-Fischer property. 
(ii) For any sequence {un; n E N} there exist functions un' - Un such that 
e(2n;;.r Un') < 2n;;.r e(un) 
for all r EN. 
Proof. It is evident that (ii) implies (i). For the proof that (i) implies 
(ii) we may assume that 2e( un) < oo. By the preceding lemma there exist 
a finite k;;;.l and functions Un'- Un such that e(2n;;.run')<k2n;;.re(un) 
for all r EN. We will show that these un' satisfy (ii) of the present theo-
rem. As observed above, we may assume that each un' is finitevalued. It 
follows from 2e(un)<oo and e(2n>rUn')<k2n>r!?(Un) that e(2n>rUn') 
tends to zero as r-+ oo. Setting now U= 2n;;.rUn', and observing that 
u-(ur' + ... +up')= 2n>pun' holds at all x EX since the functions Un' 
are finitevalued, we obtain 
O<e(u)-e(ur'+ ... +up')<e(2n>pun')-+ 0, 
so 
Lemma 4. 7. If e(f)<oo and the finitevalued nonnegative function u 
satisfies u = l/1, then there exists a function f' such that f' = f and 11'1 =U. 
Proof. The set E={x: lf(x)l=oo} is a strong e-null set. Hence, if 
we replace f by /1 = fxx-E, then /1 and I /II are in the same equivalence 
classes as f and Ill respectively. It follows that we may assume from the 
beginning on that f is finitevalued. Then f(x) = lf(x)IO(x) with IO(x)l = l 
for all x EX. Setting f'(x) =u(x)O(x), we have If' I =u, so If- 1'1 =II flO -uBI= 
= 1111-ul, and hence e{f- f') =e(lfl-u) = 0. This shows that f' has the 
desired properties. 
Theorem 4.8. The normed linear space Le is complete if and only 
if e has the Riesz-Fischer property. 
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Proof. (a) Assume.first that e has the Riesz-Fischer property, and 
let {In; n EN} be a Cauchy sequence in Le, i.e., let eUn- fm) -+ 0 as 
m, n -+ oo. Then there is a subsequence {gn} of {/n} such that 
zg<>g(gn+l- gn) < oo, 
where we set g0 = 0. Hence, by Theorem 4.6, there exist functions 
Un == Jgn+l- gnJ such that 
(1) 
for r = 0, 1, 2, .... Note that if e is a norm this follows from the simpler 
Theorem 4.2. Note also that the functions Un may be assumed finitevalued. 
By Lemma 4.7 there exist functions hn- gn+l-gn such that JhnJ =Un 
on X. 
Writing u=zg"un, we have g(u)<oo by (1), sou is finite outside a 
strong g-null set E. But then, since JhnJ =Un, the series zg"hn(x) converges 
pointwise on X-E. We set f(x)=zg"hn(x) on X-E, and f(x)=O on E. 
Now, Bn=ho+hl + ... +hn satisfies 
Bn - (gl- go)+ (g2- g1) + . . . + (gn+l- gn) - gn+l, 
and on X -Ewe have 
lf-8~~ = lzp;;;.n+lhpl <; Zp;;;.n+llhpl = ZP;;;>n+!Up. 
Hence, on account of (1), 
(!(/-8n) <;g(zp;;;.n+!Up) <: Zp;;;>n+l(!(gp+l-gp), 
and this tends to zero as n -+ oo. It follows then already that f E Le, and 
so f-sn = f-gn+l in view of sn = gn+l· Hence, e(/-gn+l)-+ 0 as n-+ oo. 
But then, since 
eU- fn) < eU- gp) + e(gp- In), 
we have g(f- fn)-+ 0 as n-+ oo. This shows that the Cauchy sequence 
{In} has a limit f in Le. In other words, Le is complete. 
(b) Let Lf! be complete and ze( Un) < oo. We have to show the existence 
of functions Un 1 = Un such that e(zun') <=. We first present the proof 
for the case that e is a norm. Setting Bn=U1 + ... +un for all n EN, we 
have 8n-8m = Um+l + ... +un for n>m. It follows that e(sn-Bm) __,.. 0 
as m, n-+ oo, and so there exists f E Le such that g(f-sn)-+ 0 as n-+ oo. 
Let f=g+ih (g and h real). Since JhJ =Jim (f-sn)J <: lf-snl we have 
e(h)=O, and so h=O almost everywhere. Hence, we may assume that f 
is real. Then f=f+-j- with f+=sup (f, 0) and j-=sup (-/, 0). Since 
11-1 <lf-snl we have g(f-)=0, and so f may be assumed nonnegative. 
For n>k we have 
Jsk- inf (/, Bk)J = Jinf (sn, Bk)- inf (/, Bk)J <: Jsn- /J, 
and since g(sn- f)-+ 0, it follows that g{sk-inf (/, Bk)}=O for every 
kEN. Hence, inf (/, Bk) =Bk holds almost everywhere. But then f>sk 
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almost everywhere for every k E N, so f >lim Sk = Ir'un. Since e(/) < oo 
we conclude that e(Iun) < oo, which is the desired result. 
(c) Now, let e be a seminorm, LiJ complete, and Ifl(un)<oo. As above, 
we set Sn = u1 + . . . + Un for all n E N and prove the existence of f E Le 
such that e(/- sn) -+ 0 as n -+ oo. Exactly as above, we may assume that 
f>O on X since Im f and j- are now e-null functions. Then, again, 
(2) 
holds for every k E N. 
Since f E Le we may also assume that f is finitevalued. The trick is 
now to choose functions un' - Un such that the partial sums of the un' 
do not exceed f. For this purpose, we set u1' =inf (/, u1). Then u1' <I and 
u1' =inf (/, u1) =inf (/, s1)- 81=U1 by (2). Inductively, if u1', ... , un' have 
already been defined such that uk' -Uk and u1' + ... +uk' <I fork= 1, ... ,n, 
we set 
Then, since all functions are finitevalued, it follows from (2) that 
u1' + ... +un' +u'n+!=inf (u1' + ... +un' +un+l, f)= 
- inf (u1 + ... +un+Un+!, /) = inf (sn+l, f)- 8n+l- u1' + ... +un' +un+b 
and so u' n+l = Un+l· Furthermore, the definition of u' n+l shows im-
mediately that u1' + ... +u'n+!<./. Hence, Ir'un' <f, and so 
e(Iun') < eU) < oo. 
Since un' - Un for all n E N this is the desired result. 
We present some examples. 
Example 4. 9. (i) Let X =N, t-t discrete measure in N (i.e., each 
point is of unit measure), and 
u = ~ {Iu2(n)}Y. if {n : u(n) -=!= 0} is finite, 
e( ) ? 00 otherwise. 
Then e is a function norm, and Le is evidently not complete. The comple-
tion Le of Le (in the metric space sense) is isomorphic to the sequence 
space l2, so Le may be identified with a Banach function space. This is 
obviously an artificial example since Le may be imbedded, in a natural 
way, in a Bana.ch function space. The next example will show that this 
is not always so. 
(ii) Let X =N, t-t discrete measure, and 
e(u) = Ir'u(n)f2n +lim sup u(n). 
Then e is a function norm, and we shall prove that Le is not complete. 
For this purpose, let the sequence {uk; k EN} be defined by uk(n) = 1 
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for n<,k and uk(n)=O for n>k. Then, for k>p, we have e(uk-up)= 
= Lkp+12-n-+ 0 as p, k-+ =, and so {uk} is a Cauchy sequence. Assuming 
the existence of IE Le such that e(f-uk)-+ 0, we have e{(f-uk)XEn}-+ 0 
as k-+ =, where En is the set consisting of the single point {n}, and 
hence (since e(XE,) = 2-n) we have Uk(n)-+ l(n) as k-+ = for every n, 
and so l(n) = 1 for all n EN. It is true that the thus obtained I satisfies 
IE Le, but e(f-uk) = Lf+12-n+ 1-+ 1 =f- 0 as k-+ =· Contradiction. 
The completion of Le is not isomorphic to any Banach function space; 
more generally, there is no Banach function space Le1 such that Le can 
be imbedded (algebraically and isometrically) in Lel" Indeed, if this 
were possible for some Le1, then e1 would be a norm (if e1( u) = 0 for some 
u with one of its coordinates nonzero, say u(m) > 0, then the function v 
with only its m-th coordinate nonzero and equal to u(m) satisfies v<,u 
and v ELe, so e(v)=e1(v)<.e1(u)=0, contradicting the fact that e is a 
norm). The same sequence {uk} as above is now a Cauchy sequence in 
Le1, and hence converges to some I E Le1 • Then the same argument as 
above shows that l(n) = 1 for all n EN. Hence, again, IE Le, but 
e1(f-uk) =e(f-uk) does not tend to zero. Contradiction. 
(iii) Let X =N, f-l discrete measure, and 
e(u) =lim sup u(n). 
Then e is a proper function seminorm, and e(u) = 0 if and only if u(n)-+ 0 
as n -+ =, i.e., if and only if u is in the closed linear subspace (co) of 
the sequence space l00 (with the small additional hypothesis that any u 
with a finite number of coordinates equal to +=,and u(n)-+ 0 as n-+ =, 
is also considered as an element of (co)). Hence Le is algebraically the 
same as the quotient space l00f(co), and it follows then immediately from 
the norm definition in a quotient space that Le and l00f(co) are also 
isometrically the same. This shows that Le is complete. 
(iv) Let X= R1 (the set of all real numbers), f-l Lebesgue measure, 
and 1 <,p<=. For any u EM+ and any T>O we set 
T 
e(u; T) = {(2T)-1 s uPdx}liP, 
-T 
and e(u) is defined by 
e(u)=lim supT-->00 e(u; T). 
Then e is a proper function seminorm. We will present a short proof that 
e has the Riesz-Fischer property, and hence it will follows that Le is 
complete. Note first that, given u E Le and s > 0, there exists To> 0 
such that e(u; T)<e(u)+s for all T;;.To. Hence, if we define u'(x)=O on 
[-To, To] and u'(x)=u(x) elsewhere, then u' = u and e(u'; T)<e(u)+e 
for all T>O. 
Given now the sequence {un; n E N} satisfying !e( Un) < =, we first 
choose T1 > 0 and a corresponding u1' = u1 such that u1' = 0 on [-T1, TI] 
and e(u1'; T)<e(u1)+2-1 for all T>O. Next, we choose T2>T1+1 and a 
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corresponding uz' - uz such that uz' = 0 on [-Tz, Tz] and e( uz'; T) < 
< e( u2) + 2-2 for all T > 0, and so on. Observe that T n t oo as n --+ oo. 
Let u = !un'. If we can show that e( u) < oo the proof will be complete. 
Given an arbitrary T>T1, there is an index n EN such that Tn<T <.Tn+l· 
Then u' n+l = u' n+2 = ... = 0 on [ -T, T], so u = u1' + ... +un' on this 
interval. It follows that 
e(1t; T) <e(ul'; T) + ... +e(un'; T) < !e(un)+ l =0<oo. 
Since therefore, e(u; T),;;;;O for all T>T1, we have e(u)<,O<oo. 
The space Lfl in the present example is sometimes called a Marcinkiewicz 
space (cf. [I], [9]). As is well-known, the closed linear subspace spanned 
by the trigonometric functions ei-<x (A. arbitrarily real) is the space of the 
almost periodic functions in the Bp sense. 
We leave to the reader the simple proof of the property that the 
supremum of an arbitrary collection of norms with the Riesz-Fischer 
property is a norm with the Riesz-Fischer property. If we have a sequence 
of seminorms en with the Riesz-Fischer property, then e=sup en does 
not necessarily have this property, even in the case that e is a norm. 
Example: X =N, f-l disc:r:ete measure, en(u)= !~~ 1u(m)j2m+lim supu(m). 
Then e(u)= !fu(m)/2m+lim sup u(m); all en have the Riesz-Fischer 
property but e does not have this property. 
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